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Ultimate exposure  
of Tsesler’s paradoxes

Minsk Modern Fine Arts 
Museum’s Practice of Market 

Realism exhibition, on show for 
past month, features Vladimir 

Tsesler’s kitsch household items 
and ironic art  Page 9

Change 
of specialisation
Motorcycle and scooter 

production enables Gomel 
Motor Repair Plant to 

master new markets 
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Green light  
for business
President of Belarus Alexander 
Lukashenko believes Council for 
Entrepreneurship Development 
should drive forward constructive 
ideas, while helping realise business 
potential
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“Princess casino”:  
Minsk, Y. Kupaly str., 25 
 tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,  

328 69 51

“Princess slots”, 
crossroad of logoysky 
tract and Minsk  
ringway, 
trK«expobel» 
tel.(+375 17) 261 63 12

casino  
"centr Dosuga": 

Minsk, nemiga str., 12  
tel. (+375 17)  

200 14 92, 200 42 81
FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13  tax ID101364977

The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and 
Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.

Granny 
for an hour? 
No problem!

Sofya Tsurko convinced 
that only those with kind 

hearts are always suitable 
as volunteers     
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Transportation comfort 
and convenience above 
all

➔ 11

The Council of Ministers session devoted to 2012’s economic results, 
which was chaired by the President, was even more significant than 
anyone had anticipated. Participants entered the hall at 11am on 
March 1st, leaving at 6pm, no doubt, with apprehension.             ➔ 2

Some assets present 
though liabilities 
remain impressive
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Openness and clarity 
enhancing chances
Belarusians warned against 
playing on the foreign Forex 
market

Testing across hot 
sands and snowy 
fields
Belarus joins over 1,000 
companies from 60 countries 
in demonstrating latest 
achievements at IDEX 
International Defence Exhibition 
and Conference, hosted by UAE 
capital of Abu Dhabi

All Belarusian roads 
in order by 2017 ➔ 7
The young and elderly 
alike take to their skis
Minsk Ski Track-2013 was 
recently held in the Belarusian 
capital’s Vesnyanka suburb, 
having traditionally been hosted 
by the Raubichi complex. The 
change of venue gathered an 
unprecedented crowd.

Alexander Lukashenko: a repeat of the economic results of 2012 will mean the immediate resignation of the Government


